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Abstract—Not all bugs in software would be experienced
and reported by end users right away: Some bugs manifest
themselves quickly and may be reported by users a few days
after they get into the code base; others manifest many months
or even years later, and may only be experienced and reported
by a small number of users. We refer to the period of time
between the time when a bug is introduced into code and the
time when it is reported by a user as bug reporting latency.
Knowledge of bug reporting latencies has an implication on
prioritization of bug fixing activities—bugs with low reporting
latencies may be fixed earlier than those with high latencies
to shift debugging resources towards bugs highly concerning
users. To investigate bug reporting latencies, we analyze bugs
from three Java software systems: AspectJ, Rhino, and Lucene.
We extract bug reporting data from their version control
repositories and bug tracking systems, identify bug locations
based on bug fixes, and back-trace bug introducing time based
on change histories of the buggy code. Also, we remove nonessential changes, and most importantly, recover root causes
of bugs from their treatments/fixes. We then calculate the bug
reporting latencies, and find that bugs have diverse reporting
latencies. Based on the calculated reporting latencies and
features we extract from bugs, we build classification models
that can predict whether a bug would be reported early
(within 30 days) or later, which may be helpful for prioritizing
bug fixing activities. Our evaluation on the three software
systems shows that our bug reporting latency prediction models
could achieve an AUC (Area Under the Receiving Operating
Characteristics Curve) of 70.869%.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Bugs are present in most software systems. Many bugs
can be uncovered when developers perform testing activities
or apply bug finding tools. However, due to time pressure
and budget limitations, not all such detected bugs can be
fixed before they get shipped to end users. Bug fixes may
also require additional regression tests to make sure the fixes
do not break other program behaviors that previously work
well. Thus, developers need to make an informed decision
on what bugs to fix and what not to fix prior to release. If
bugs are shipped to users, patches could be released later or
never, depending on the effects of the bugs on users.
Not all bugs have equal effects. Some bugs only affect
minor functionalities which might not be used by any user.
Others affect core functionalities that are used by many. The
former kind of bugs are seldom noticed early by end users,
possibly only by expert users who have used the program
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for a long period of time. The latter kind of bugs are often
noticed soon after release and may be reported early. Thus,
ignoring bug reports that may not need to be fixed would
also help to reduce the developer efforts and improve the
utility of software testing and bug finding tools.
In this paper, we are interested in understanding the time
between the introduction of a bug into the code base of a
software system and the reporting of the bug by users after
they start to use the program. We refer to this time period
as the bug reporting latency. In effect, we want to provide
answers to the following research question:
When would a bug get reported?
This question has implications on what bugs should be
fixed first within the time budget before release, as bugs that
may be reported early should be fixed first so that developers
may focus on code cared more by users. Prediction models
that can provide qualitative measures about bug reporting
latencies could thus be useful for prioritizing bug fixing
activities. The following scenarios illustrate the benefits of
understanding bug reporting latencies.
Scenario 1: Ferdian noticed a bug in his code before release.
He started to fix it right away. However, the fix took more
time and effort than he thought, and he was not sure
whether the fix would introduce other bugs. So he carried
out additional regression tests and was happy to find no
other bugs. Then, he went ahead to release his code, but the
release was one month later than previously planned.
Scenario 2: Ferdian noticed a bug in his code before release.
He would like to fix it right away, but he was aware of two
complicating issues: a) fixing the bug takes time and effort,
and might introduce other bugs; b) this bug may not trigger
any failure for a long time in the field. So he started to
estimate how likely a user would actually experience and
report the bug, and he found that similar bugs in the bug
databases may not be noticed by any user in three months
after release. Based on the estimation, Ferdian chose to
release his code as planned and delay the fix of this bug
until the time when the next field upgrade would be issued.
Thus, he kept the promise to release his code at certain time
and had additional time to fix the bug and test the change.
Scenario 3: Ferdian noticed a bug in his code before release.
He would like to fix it right away, but he was aware of
the potential issues as those in Scenario 2. So he started

to estimate how likely a user would actually experience
and report the bug, and he found that similar bugs in the
bug databases may be noticed by a user in one month after
release. Thus, Ferdian chose to fix the bug right away and
apply additional tests for the change. As a result, the effect
of this fix was the same as Scenario 1 where the bug was
fixed but the release of his code was delayed by one month.
There are studies aimed to predict the severity and priority
of bugs from corresponding bug reports [32], [33], [40]. Our
work is different from these studies in several aspects. First,
we prioritize bug fixing activities prior to release, while they
prioritize bug fixing activities after bugs are reported by
end users. Second, we predict bug reporting latencies which
are not provided by studies on bug severity and priority
prediction. Third, we investigate the code responsible for the
bug, while they investigate bug reports which may involve
various kinds of information, such as text description, call
stacks, core dumps, etc. There are also studies that can
prioritize bug reports before releases and help to improve
the accuracy of bug finding tools, such as [3], [28], [41],
[48], they mostly aim to differentiate true bug reports from
false positives bug reports and often make decisions based
on various code features or bug histories, while we prioritize
true bug reports only and make our decisions based on bug
reporting latencies. To the best of our knowledge, our work
on understanding and predicting bug reporting latencies is
new and orthogonal to previous work.
In this paper, we study reporting latencies for 190 bugs
from three Java software systems: AspectJ, Rhino, and
Lucene. We collect the bug and bug fix data for these
projects from iBugs [1] and JIRA [2] respectively. To
find the buggy code, we compare the corresponding bug
tracking system and source control system of each of the
three software systems. We find the reporting time for a
particular bug from the bug tracking system, and also find
code commits that fix the bug in the source control system.
By performing a diff between these commits and the ones
before it, we could find the treatments of the bugs. We
then perform a manual analysis to recover their root causes
(i.e., the faulty program elements responsible for the bugs)
from the treatments and the introduction time of the faulty
program elements. We find that the bug reporting latencies
for various bugs in various systems are very diverse, ranging
from one day to more than three years. Also, bug severities
seemingly have no effect on bug reporting latencies.
Based on the bug reporting latency data, we also develop
a prediction engine that can predict when a bug would get
reported. We first extract features from buggy code. We
consider a number of code features, such as the number of
conditional statements, the number of looping statements,
and betweenness centralities of the nodes in call graphs.
Then, these features are normalized and used to build
discriminative models with the aid of classifiers. The models
are then used to predict whether a bug would be reported

early (in less than 30 days) or not. We evaluate our prediction
models on the 190 bugs with 10-fold cross validations. Since
the data is skewed (much more bugs are reported in more
than 30 days) and has only two classes (early and late), we
measure the accuracy of our predictions with Area Under the
Receiver Operating Curve (AUC) [35], which has also been
used in prior studies on predicting bug report severities [32].
Our evaluation shows that an AUC of 70.869% could be
achieved when Support Vector Machines (SVM) [23] are
used as the classifier.
The contributions of our work are as follows:
1) We propose a new problem of studying bug reporting
latencies, namely the period of time between the introduction of a bug and the time when it is reported by end
users. One goal of such a study is to help developers
prioritize bugs prior releases.
2) We propose an approach to collect bug reporting latencies from software systems with version control
repositories and bug tracking databases.
3) We develop an approach to predict whether the bug
reporting latency for a bug would be low (below 30
days) or high. We extract features from buggy code and
build a discriminative model to predict report latencies.
4) We have investigated 190 bugs extracted from AspectJ,
Rhino, and Lucene and find diverse bug reporting
latencies. We show that our proposed prediction engine
could predict bug reporting latencies with good accuracy (AUC of 70.869%). We have also investigated a
number of classifiers and evaluated their performance
in predicting bug reporting latencies.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section II
presents our approach in detail. Section III describes our
evaluation. We discuss related work in Section IV. Finally,
we conclude with future work in Section V.
II. P ROPOSED A PPROACH
In this section, first we present our overall approach, and
then present steps of the approach in detail.
A. Overall Approach
First, we set out to investigate and collect bug reporting
latencies from known bugs from existing software systems
so that we can build a ground truth about the existing
latencies. We analyze several software systems using their
repositories and bug tracking systems. We manually label
faulty lines and find out when the last time each faulty line is
changed. Using these times, we calculate the most likely bug
reporting latency for each bug.We present the investigation
we have performed for collecting latencies from various
systems in more details in Section II-B.
Then, we construct prediction models based on the collected data. Our overall prediction flow is illustrated in
Figure 1. It has training and deployment phases. In the
training phase, we take in as input a set of bugs along
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Figure 1.

Proposed Bug Latency Prediction Framework

with their reporting latency labels (early or late). The bug
reports are then subject to (1) feature extraction and (2)
model construction. In the feature extraction step, we extract
features from buggy code and use the features to build a
discriminative model in the model construction step via a
classifier. In the deployment phase, we take in as input a
set of bugs with unknown reporting latency labels. Again,
we extract features from the bugs as in the training phase.
The model application process (3) finally applies the learned
model to classify every bug with an unknown latency label,
based on its features, as to whether it is likely to be reported
in short or long period of time.
We present the feature extraction step in subsection II-C.
The model construction and application steps are discussed
in subsection II-D.
B. Latency Data Collection & Analysis
First, we need to get bug information from the bug
databases and the source code repositories of each software
system we investigate. From this information, we identify
root causes of a bug, i.e., the faulty program elements that
are responsible for the bug. We expect developers to have
this information when they encounter the failure during the
testing phase. Note that knowing where a fault is is just the
first step among the many steps needed to fix the bug.
We perform the identification by manually investigating
the differences between the fixed file and the buggy file
before fix. We use diff to make this process easier. We then
label the lines that we suspect are responsible for the bug.
Unfortunately, diff is unable to directly give us the code
responsible for the bug. diff only gives us information on
what changes are made to fix the bug. Thus, they are only
treatments of the bugs rather than the root causes of the
bugs. For example, a piece of code may be moved around
to make it easier to implement the actual fix. Also, not all
changed lines are meant for fixing the bug. For example,

previous studies (e.g., [25]) show that some changes are nonessential, such as changing indentation, adding comments,
and code refactoring that do not change the behavior of a
program. Our manual labeling process is based on personal
investigation using the bug report message as guidance. We
do not use automated techniques (e.g., [30]) to identify buginducing changes since we need all identified faulty lines to
be accurate and we want to avoid biases that may be caused
by possible false positives introduced by the tools. At the
end of this process, we shall have the faulty lines for each
bug. Using these faulty lines, we construct the features as
defined in Subsection II-C.
Next, we want to find the time each bug gets introduced
to the code. For this purpose, we use “git blame” or “cvs
annotate” or similar scripts in the corresponding source
control repositories for the software system to find out the
time when the latest time each faulty line is changed. The
result is a collection of the likely introduction dates for each
bug. Each date in the collection of likely introduction dates
corresponds to a labeled faulty line. This collection could
contain some outliers, and we remove some of these outliers
when we compute bug reporting latencies. Also, we need the
report time for each bug. We find this from the bug tracking
databases for each software system.
Then, we calculate bug reporting latencies as the time
difference between the bug report date and the dates in the
collection of likely bug introduction dates. If the likely bug
introduction date is after the bug report date, we remove
the date from the collection because this is likely to be an
outlier. As the result, we will have a collection of likely bug
reporting latencies. We choose to use the shortest latency in
the collection as the most likely reporting latency for the bug.
This is based on the intuition that the latest code changed
is more likely to be the direct cause of the bug, and the
fact that we noticed that the earliest faulty line introduction
date for a number of bugs is for a very old piece of code
that does not seem to be related to the bug. By taking the
shortest latency, we aim to minimize latency estimations and
it may lead to more fall-backs to Scenario 1 where reporting
latencies are not used for prioritizing bug fixing activities.
At this point, we have the features and the bug reporting
latencies which can be used for classification. We convert
each bug reporting latency into class label, either early or
late. Early is for bug reporting latencies shorter than or equal
to 30 days, and late is for bug reporting latencies longer than
30 days. Based on the data collected about the bug reporting
latencies and other bug characteristics (e.g., bug severity as
indicated by developers), we seek to understand the data
by investigating two research questions (RQ1 & RQ2) in
Section III-B.
C. Feature Extraction
We extract a number of features from faulty code to
facilitate the construction of prediction models. These fea-

tures are listed in Table I. We make use of the counts of
a number of program elements, and two measures taken
from social network analysis and web search, betweenness
centrality [14] and PageRank [5].
1) Program Elements Counts: Intuitively, bugs in
program elements of different types may be exhibited
differently. For example, a bug in a looping statement
might have more chances to be exhibited as the faulty
statement might be executed more frequently by users
than another bug at a simple assignment statement. We
would like to investigate the relationship between types of
program elements and bug reporting latencies. Thus, we
include a number of features that are the number of times
various program elements appear in the buggy code. These
include CountLine, MethodDeclarationNode,
MethodInvocationNode,
ConditionNode,
LoopNode, AssignmentNode, FieldAccessNode,
ConditionExp, ReturnNode, and TryNode.
CountLine is the number of lines in the buggy code.
Similarly, the other features count the number of times
various types of program elements, including method declarations, method invocations, conditional statements, looping
statements, assignment statements, field accesses, conditional expressions, return statements, and try statements,
appear in the buggy code. We normalize these numbers by
dividing these counts by the corresponding CountLine.
2) Betweenness Centrality: Intuitively, bugs at “important” program elements are likely to be discovered earlier
than those at unimportant program elements. We measure
the “importance” of a piece of code by using betweenness
centrality and PageRank, and investigate whether these measurements are related to bug reporting latencies by using
them in our prediction engine.
Betweenness centrality is proposed in the social network
analysis community to measure how important a node is
in a graph [14]. The importance of a node in the graph is
measured by the number of shortest paths between pairs of
other nodes that pass through the node. The betweenness
centrality of a node n is given by the following formula:
X spath(a, b, n)
bc(n) =
spath(a, b)
a6=b6=n

In the equation, spath(a, b, n) refers to the number of
shortest paths between node a and node b that pass through
node n. spath(a, b) refers to the number of shortest paths
between node a and node b.
To compute BetweennessScore for each bug, we
construct a call graph to connect all methods in the code
base and compute the betweenness centrality of the methods
that contain the faulty lines. BetweennessScore is the
logarithm of the summation of the betweenness centrality
of all methods containing the faulty lines. We take the
logarithm as the summation of the betweenness centralities
might be very large numbers.

3) PageRank Score: PageRank is a popular algorithm
used in web search to measure the importance of a web
page. It was proposed by Brin and Page [5] and has been
used inside Google search engine. Simply put, PageRank
assumes that web pages with more links pointing to them
are more important than pages with less links pointing to
them. PageRank computes the likelihood of a web surfer to
visit a web page starting from an arbitrary page.
PageRank is often calcluated in iterations. At the initial
iteration, all pages are assigned the same PageRank score.
At each of the following iterations, the score of a page p
is distributed to the pages that p links to. Each linked page
1
receives |L|
of the score, where L is the set of pages that p
links to. The PageRank score of a web page p at iteration i
can be computed by the following equation:
X P R(q, i − 1)
1−r
P R(p, i) =
+r
T
|L(q)|
q∈K(p)

In the equation, r is the probability that a web surfer
continues to surf (a.k.a. the damping factor), T is the
number of web pages in the database, K (p) is the set of
webpages that link to p, and L(q) is the set of webpages
that q links to.
To compute the value of PageRankScore for a bug,
we also build a call graph connecting all methods in the
code base. We then identify faulty methods that contain
the faulty lines. We then compute the PageRank of all
faulty methods. The PageRankScore value would be the
summation of all these PageRank scores. In the PageRank
score computation, the number of iterations depends on the
termination condition. This condition is fulfilled if the total
number of iterations is equal to or greater than maximum
iterations allowed or the difference between old and new
scores in one iteration is less than a tolerance.
D. Model Construction and Application
In model construction, we assume that we have a set of
training data composed of bugs and their reporting latencies
classified into two classes: short (within 30 days), and long
(more than 30 days). Each bug is represented as a vector of
feature values. We train models that can discriminate bugs
with short latencies from those with long latencies.
We train a discriminative model by employing a classification algorithm [17]. Various classification algorithms
have been proposed in the literature, such as decision trees,
support vector machines, neural networks, naive Bayes, and
many others. Given a training data, a classification algorithm
would produce a discriminative model in various formats
depending on the algorithm.
If the training data is imbalanced, we equalize the numbers of data points with the positive label and the negative
label. We follow the previous work by duplicating the
minority label because we do not want to lose any data
point. So, if the number of data points with the positive

Table I
F EATURES U SED FOR P REDICTION M ODEL
Feature
CountLine
MethodDeclarationNode
MethodInvocationNode
ConditionNode
LoopNode
AssignmentNode
BetweennessScore
FieldAccessNode
ConditionExp
ReturnNode
TryNode
PageRankScore

Definition
Number of faulty lines
Number of method declarations containing the faulty lines divided by CountLine
Number of method invocation in the faulty lines divided by CountLine
Number of conditional statement containing the faulty lines divided by CountLine
Number of loop statement containing the faulty lines divided by CountLine
Number of assignment in the faulty lines divided by CountLine
Logarithm of the summation of the betweenness centralities of methods containing faulty lines
Number of field accesses in the faulty lines divided by CountLine
Number of conditional expressions in the faulty lines divided by CountLine
Number of return statements in the faulty lines divided by CountLine
Number of try statements containing the faulty lines divided by CountLine
Summation of the PageRank score of the methods containing the faulty lines

label is lower than that with the negative label, we duplicate
the data points with the positive label until the number is
equal to that with the negative label. We try to duplicate the
positive label as evenly as possible.
During the deployment phase, we classify a new bug with
unknown latency. To do so, we first extract features from this
new bug. We extract the same set of features as described
in the previous sub-sections. The resultant vector of feature
values is then fed to the discriminative model, which would
then output the latency label (short or long) for the new bug.
III. E MPIRICAL E VALUATION
In this section, we first describe our concrete dataset
taken from three Java software systems: AspectJ, Rhino, and
Lucene. Next, we present our research questions. Then we
then present our findings that answer each of the questions.
Along the way, we describe the evaluation metric, namely
AUC, which is used to measure the effectiveness of our
prediction. Finally, we present the threats to validity.
A. Dataset
We analyze two Java programs (Rhino and AspectJ) from
iBugs repository [1] and a third Java program Lucene from
JIRA [2]. Rhino is a Javascript interpreter written in Java
with a code size of about 49kLOC. AspectJ is a compiler
for aspect-oriented programming in Java with a code size of
about 75kLOC. Lucene (version 2.9) is a text search engine
library with a code size of about 88kLOC. The iBugs repository stores both pre-fix versions that contain bugs (buggy
versions) and the corresponding post-fix versions where the
bugs are fixed. Each of the buggy versions is assumed to
contain one bug that may span across multiple lines in
multiple files. Information about each fix is also provided,
e.g. the numbers of changed lines, changed methods, and
changed files, and the severity level of the bug. Also, we
can know which lines or files are actually changed based on
the differences between the pre-fix and the post-fix versions.
Similar information about bugs and corresponding fixes in
Lucene is collected from its JIRA repository.
As described in Subsection II-B, we process above dataset
to get bug reporting latencies. To generate features, we count

different types of program elements with JDT [22], build
call graph with Wala [53], and compute the betweenness
centralities and PageRank scores with JUNG [24]. When
computing RageRank, we use the default damping factor
1 and set the maximum number of iterations to 100 and
the tolerance to 0.001. We find the likely bug introduction
dates with “git blame” for Lucene and “cvs annotate” for
AspectJ and Rhino. We ignore bugs in the three systems
where their root causes are ambiguous according to our
manual analysis. We also ignore bugs having a latency less
than one day (similar to the study on bug fixes by Lamkanfi
and Demeyer [31]). At the end of the process, we collect
190 bugs (19 bugs from Rhino, 28 bugs from Lucene, and
143 bugs from Aspectj). 34 of them have short reporting
latencies, and 156 have long reporting latencies.
B. Research Questions
Our study investigates the following five research questions (RQ1-RQ5). In RQ1, we investigate the distribution of
bug reporting latencies. In RQ2, we explore the relationship
between bug reporting latency and bug severity. In RQ3, we
investigate the effectiveness of our approach in predicting
bug reporting latencies. We investigate the factors that
influence the effectiveness of our approach in RQ4. Finally,
we investigate the effectiveness of a number of classification
algorithms for building discriminative models to predict bug
reporting latencies in RQ5.
RQ1: What is the distribution of bug reporting latencies?
We are interested in investigating how bug reporting latencies vary. If all bugs have similar reporting latencies, then
predicting reporting latencies would not be needed. On the
other hand, if bugs have widely varying latencies, it would
make the problem more challenging.
RQ2: What is the relationships between bug reporting latencies and bug severity? Do bugs with a low latency have a
high severity? A bug report typically indicates the severity
of the bug. This severity could be one of the following:
blocker, critical, major, normal, minor, and
trivial. We would like to understand the correlation
between bug reporting latencies with severities.

RQ3: How accurate does our approach predict bug reporting latencies? We compare the accuracy of our approach
with a trivial, random classifier.
RQ4: What are the best features that could better discriminate bugs with short and long reporting latencies? We
extract many features from bug reports. Some of the features
are likely to be better in discriminating bug reports than
other features. We would like to find features that are more
effective than the others.
RQ5: What are the effectiveness of various common classification algorithms in predicting bug reporting latencies?
When answering the previous research questions (RQ1RQ4), we only use Support Vector Machines (SVMs) as
the classifier, which have been used for many software
engineering problems. Our overall framework allows other
classification algorithms, and thus we investigate whether
SVMs could outperform other classification algorithms, such
as decision trees, naive bayes, and neural networks.
C. RQ1: Bug Reporting Latency Distribution
We show the distribution of bug reporting latencies in
Figure 2. From the histogram, we find that there are 34 bugs
reported in one month, 20 bugs reported between one to two
months, 12 bugs reported between two to three months, 33
bugs reported between three to six month, 38 bugs reported
between half a year to one year, and the remaining 53 bugs
reported after one year. We notice that 65.26% of bugs was
reported after 3 months. We also find that only 17.89% of
the bug reported early (within 30 days) and the others are
reported late (later than 30 days).
D. RQ2: Bug Reporting Latency versus Severity
We divide the bugs into several groups based on their
latency. For each group, we investigate the proportion of
bugs of various severity levels. We show the result in
Table II. From the table, we see that for each bug severity,
the highest number of bugs is in latency group >365 for
blocker severity, 91-180 for critical severity, 1-30, 31-60,
and 91-180 for major severity, >365 for normal severity,
>365 for minor severity, and >365 for trivial severity.
We also divide the bugs into those reported within 30
days and those reported more than the 30 days. For each
group, again we investigate the proportion of bug reports
of various severity labels. We show the result in Table III.
From the table we can note that 75% of blocker bug reported
late, 90.9% of critical bug reported late, 75.9% of major bug
reported late, 84.3% of normal bug reported late, 76.2% of
minor bug reported late, and 75% of trivial bug reported late.
Across different severity levels, we see that over 70% of the
bugs is reported late, even for bugs with blocker, critical,
and major severity.
We also calculate the correlation between bug reporting
latencies and their severities. Note that severity is ordinal

Table II
D ISTRIBUTION OF S EVERITY PER L ATENCY G ROUP
Group
1-30
31-60
61-90
91-180
181-365
>365

Blocker
1
0
0
0
1
2

Critical
1
1
0
4
2
3

Major
7
7
0
7
4
4

Normal
19
9
7
19
31
36

Minor
5
3
4
3
0
6

Trivial
1
0
1
0
0
2

Table III
D ISTRIBUTION OF S EVERITY PER L ATENCY G ROUP
Group
≤ 30 days
> 30 days

Blocker Critical Major
1
1
7
3
10
22

Normal Minor
19
5
102
16

Trivial
1
3

categorial, we then treat different levels as an integer number
between 1 and 6, and compute Pearson product-moment
correlation coefficient for this purpose [9]. It is a measure
of linear dependence between two variables. The value is
ranged from -1 to 1. A value -1 means all instances of
variable X increase as variable Y decreases, and value 1
means all instances of variable X increase as variable Y
increases. A zero value means there are no linear correlation
between the two variables. We utilize SPSS [49] to compute
the correlation coefficient between latencies (in days) and
severities. We find that the Pearson coefficient is -0.013. This
number is lower than the critical value of Pearson coefficient
at the significance level of 0.05. It means there are almost no
correlation between bug reporting latencies and severities.
E. RQ3: Bug Report Latency Prediction Results
To measure the effectiveness of our latency prediction, we
adopt the Area Under the Receiver Operating Characteristic
(ROC) Curve (AUC) [12], which is also a metric used
in previous studies in predicting bug severities [32], and
compare our prediction with a random prediction.
1) Evaluation Metric: We use Area Under the Receiver
Operating Characteristic Curve (AUC) [35] to evaluate our
prediction performance because our data is skewed. Receiver
Operating Characteristic Curve (ROC) is a two-dimensional
measure of classification performance. It is a plot of the true
positive rates versus false positive rates. For evaluation measure, when AUC is equal to 1, the classifier achieves perfect
accuracy. The higher the AUC, the better the performance
achieved by the classifier.
To compute AUC, we need to find the points in ROC curve
for each classifier. Each point corresponds to the true positive
and false positive rates of the classifier when a particular
classification threshold is used to decide whether a data point
would be labeled as positive or negative. From these points
(including (0,0) and (1,1)), we compute the AUC by using
trapezoid area formula as follows:
AU C =

n−1
X
i=1

(T P Ri + T P Ri+1 ) ∗ (F P Ri+1 − F P Ri )
2
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Figure 2. Bug Report Latency Time Histogram (Left) and Its Corresponding Cumulative Graph (Right)

where n is the number of points we have in the ROC curve
including point (0,0). TPRi and FPRi is the true positive
rate and the false positive rate for point i respectively.
In our evaluation, we perform k-fold cross validation to
evaluate the classifier. This approach randomly splits the
whole set of bugs into k buckets and perform k iterations.
In each iteration, one bucket is used as testing data and the
remaining buckets are used as training data. We train the
classifier using the training data and evaluate it using the
test data. We compute AUC for each of the iterations, and
take the average of these AUCs. This average AUC is used
as the performance measure of our classifier. We set k=10.
2) Prediction Effectiveness: The performance measurement when SVM is used as a classifier is shown in Table IV. We use svm perf implementation [23]. It achieves
on average an AUC of 70.869%. AUC of 0.5 indicates that
a technique is as good as a random technique, while higher
than 0.5 indicates that the technique performs better than the
random technique [34], [46]. Thus, compared with a random
classifier which randomly guesses the latency label for a bug,
a 41.738% improvement of AUC could be achieved. We use
the random classifier as baseline because as far as we know,
there are no other study on bug reporting latencies for us to
compare.
Table IV
P REDICTION M ODEL P ERFORMANCE M EASURE
Approach
Ours
Random

AUC
0.70869
0.5

F. RQ4: Most Discriminative Features
We want to know which feature is the most discriminative
feature. We compute Fisher score for this purpose [7], [11],
[27], [36]. Fisher score is a classifier independent criterion to
measure the discrimination between a feature and the label.
Given data instances xi , i= 1, . . . , n, the Fisher score F (j)
for j th feature can be computed by this equation:
(+)

F (j) =

1
n+ −1

Pn+

(x̄j

(+)
i=1 (xi,j

(−)

− x̄j )2 + (x̄j
(+) 2
)

− x̄j

+

− x̄j )2
Pn− (−)
(−) 2
1
i=1 (xi,j − x̄j )
−1
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In above equation, n+ and n− are the numbers of data
points with positive and negative labels respectively. x̄j ,
(+)
(−)
x̄j , and x̄j are the average of the j th feature of all,
(+)
positive-labeled, and negative-labeled data points. xi,j and
(−)
xi,j is the j th feature of the ith positive/negative data point.
The score for each feature is in Table V. Based on Fisher
scores, the most discriminative feature to predict whether a
bug would be reported early or late is the normalized number
of loops contained in the bug. The second best feature is line
count. The third one is normalized number of try statements
contained in the bug. The fourth one is normalized number
of conditionals. The fifth is PageRank. Other special feature
we add for the classification is betweenness centralities. It
ranks ninth based on its Fisher score.
Table V
F ISHER S CORE FOR E ACH F EATURE
Feature
LoopNode
CountLine
TryNode
ConditionNode
PageRankScore
FieldAccessNode
MethodDeclarationNode
AssignmentNode
BetweennessScore
ConditionExpNode
MethodInvocationNode
ReturnNode

Fisher Score
0.228958166
0.090998204
0.064501643
0.040184208
0.024143757
0.016027146
0.015991601
0.010149085
0.006147854
0.002262019
0.000442194
0.000028648

G. RQ5: Best Classification Algorithm
We want to compare the performance of other classification algorithms in classifying bug reporting latencies.
We choose ADTree, Naive Bayes, and Voted Perceptron
to be compared with SVM. ADTree (alternating decision
tree) is an algorithm that combines decision trees and
boosting [16]. It works like normal decision trees, but instead
of just following one path, it follows all paths in which the
condition is true. Each of the paths will give a score. The
sum of all these scores is used as the final score. A data
point is classified as positive if its final score is positive
and vice verse. Naive Bayes [45] is a classifier based on

Bayes theorem. The classifier computes the probability of
each class label for a data point. The label with the highest
probability is the predicted label for that data point. Voted
Perceptron is a single layer perceptron variant which apply
voting process to the original algorithm [15].
We use the Weka implementation of each of these algorithms [56]. The performance of these algorithms is shown
in Table VI. None of these algorithms achieves a better AUC
score than SVM.
Table VI
O THER C LASSIFICATION A LGORITHM P ERFORMANCE M EASURE
Algorithm
ADTree
Naive Bayes
Voted Perceptron

AUC
0.6211
0.6552
0.6252

We also investigate the efficiency of the classification
algorithms. We show the runtime of the classification algorithms in Table VII. We calculate these values by running the
classification algorithm ten times and average the runtime
costs. We notice that Voted Perceptron is the fastest algorithm followed by Naive Bayes, ADTree, and lastly SVM.
Even though SVM has the best performance, it takes a long
time to run. The time needed for SVM is about nine times
of that of Voted Perceptron. It is somewhat understandable
considering that SVM usually needs many iterations until it
finds the optimal solutions.
Table VII
RUNTIMES OF VARIOUS C LASSIFICATION A LGORITHM
Classification Algorithm
SVM
ADTree
Naive Bayes
Voted Perceptron

Time (in Seconds)
21.16
2.64
2.45
2.36

H. Threats to Validity
There are threats to construct validity, threats to internal
validity, and threats to external validity.
Threats to construct validity refers to the suitability of our
evaluation measure. We use AUC [35], which is a standard
measure proposed to evaluate the accuracy of a classification
task for imbalanced data with two class labels and used by
Lamkanfi et al. [32] to evaluate the accuracy of predicting
the severity labels of bug reports.
Threats of internal validity refers to evaluation errors and
bias. We manually extract root causes of bugs and bug
introduce time from their fixes. This process might be error
prone. We have tried to reduce this error by re-checking
the resultant root causes. Also, the bug tracking systems we
use have no clear indication whether a bug reported is prerelease or post-release, and thus we assume the distribution
of the predictors to use is the same between the pre-release
and post-release bugs.
Threats of external validity refers to the generalizability
of our findings. Due to the manual labor involved in the
identification of bugs, we only analyze 190 bugs. We have

tried to reduce this threat by analyzing bugs from various
software systems. In the future, we plan to reduce this threat
by investigating more bugs from more software systems.
IV. R ELATED W ORK
In the following, we present a number of related studies
on bug severity prediction, bug fix time prediction,
Bug Severity Prediction. This line of work tries to predict
the severity and priority of a bug report. Some examples of
this line of work are the work by Menzies and Marcus [40],
Lamkanfi et al. [32], [33], etc.
The pioneer of this work is Menzies and Marcus who
predict the severity of bug reports from NASA [40]. They
use information retrieval technique to extract a set of word
tokens from the reports and sort the tokens based on their
importance. To find the importance of the word tokens,
the term frequency, inverse document frequency, and information gain of the word tokens are computed. The top-k
important tokens are then input to a classification approach
Ripper [10] to produce a set of classification rules. Their
approach could predict the severity label of a new bug report.
Extending the work of Menzies and Marcus, Lamkanfi et
al. investigate bug reports of various open source projects
from their corresponding Bugzilla’s [32]. Instead of predicting the exact severity label of a new bug report, they group
bug reports into severe and not severe. They group blocker,
critical, and major into severe bug reports. Minor and trivial
labels are grouped into non-severe bug reports. They drop
all bug reports classified as normal. Following the above
work, Lamkanfi et al. also investigate the effectiveness of a
number of classification algorithms in predicting the severity
of bugs [33]. Their experiments show that Naive Bayes
outperforms other classification algorithms on a dataset
containing 29,204 bug reports. The work by Herraiz et
al. [18] suggests that there are too many severity levels used
in Eclipse project and there is a need to simplify them.
Work by Kim et al. [30] identify the changes in the program that potentially introduce bugs. Buse and Weimer [6]
propose a statistical model to predict the execution frequencies of program paths in a program which may be used for
bug finding or bug latency prediction.
Different from the above studies, our work do not analyze
bug reports rather buggy code. We output information on
predicted bug reporting latency period which is not output
by any of the existing studies. Most importantly, we consider
another problem setting namely on the prioritization of bugs
that are found post-release. The above studies would be very
useful to prioritize post-release bugs. However, they could
not be used to prioritize pre-release bugs as there are not
bug reports to analyze prior to a release.
Bug Fix Time Prediction. This line of work predicts the
time needed to fix a particular bug. Weiß et al. predict the
number of developer hours needed to fix a bug by looking for

similar existing bug reports and investigate the time needed
to resolve the issues for prior similar bug reports [55]. These
times are used to predict the time needed to predict a new
bug report. A more recent study was performed by Hosseini
et al. [19]. An empirical study on how long developers took
to fix bugs has also been done by Kim and Whitehead [29].
They report some statistics of bug fixing time and highlight
the top files in terms of highest bug fixing time.
Duplicate Bug Report Prediction. This line of work tries
to detect if a new bug report is a duplicate of an existing
bug report. There are many studies that take in a new bug
report and returns the top-k most similar bug reports to it.
Developers then check if the new bug report is a duplicate
or not by looking at the top-k bug report list. This is referred
to as duplicate bug report retrieval problem. Studies work on
another problem that is referred to as duplicate bug report
identification problem, where the task is, given a new bug
report, to predict if it is a duplicate or not.
There are a number of existing studies on duplicate bug
report retrieval. One of the first study was performed by
Runeson et al. which proposes a formula that computes
the similarity of two bug reports based on the concept
of term frequency [47]. Wang et al. propose a formula
that consider both term frequency and inverse document
frequency [54]. Wang et al. not only consider the similarity
of words between two bug reports but also the similarity
of the execution traces corresponding to the bug reports.
Jalbert and Weimer propose yet another formula based
on term frequency for duplicate bug report retrieval; they
also propose a solution for bug report identification [21].
Recently Sun et al. make use of Support Vector Machine
(SVM) for finding similar bug reports [51]. Sun et al. later
extend this work by proposing a new measure based on
BM25F to compare two bug reports [50]. Tian et al. extend
the work of Jalbert and Weimer by proposing an effective
set of features that could better predict if a bug report is a
duplicate or not [52].
Warning Prioritization. This line of work tries to identify
whether a warning reported by an automated bug finding
tool is really true or just a false positive [3], [28], [41], [48].
In this work, we analyze real bugs rather than warnings and
our goal is to estimate how long it takes until the real bugs
get noticed and reported.
Bug Categorization. This line of work assign bugs into
various categories. Huang et al. propose a work that assign
bug reports into one of the following labels: capability, security, performance, reliability, requirement, and usability [20].
Pordguski et al [44] and Francis et al. [13] group reported
software failures such that reports of each group share
the same or similar causes by analyzing the corresponding
execution traces. Kim et al. [26] predict top crashes that
occur before a new software release based on crashes that
frequently occur in past releases.

Empirical Study on Bugs. There are number of empirical
studies on bugs. Pan et al. perform an empirical study to find
out what kinds of bug fixes have been performed in a number
of open source software systems [43]. Chou et al. perform
an empirical study on errors in operating systems [8]. Palix
et al. investigate different faults in Linux ten years after the
study by Chou et al. [42]. Bird et al. [4] investigate bug
feature and commit feature bias in defect datasets used to
evaluate the performance of defect prediction techniques and
that bug feature bias could impact the performance of defect
prediction techniques.
V. C ONCLUSION

AND

F UTURE W ORK

We investigate the problem of prioritizing bugs by predicting the latency between the time when a bug is introduced
to the code base and the time when a bug is likely to
be experienced and reported by end users. We refer to
this as bug reporting latency problem. We have collected
bug reporting latencies from three Java software systems:
AspectJ, Rhino, and Lucene, and find that reporting latencies
are diverse and not correlated with bug severities. We find
that only 17.89% of the bug reported early (within 30 days)
and the others are reported late.
We also propose a classification-based approach to predict
bug reporting latencies. To do that, we extract features from
buggy code and use these features to build discriminative
models via classifiers. The discriminative models are then
used to label future bugs to identify if they would be reported
in a short period of time (within 30 days) or not.
We have evaluated our prediction models on bugs from
AspectJ, Rhino, and Lucene. The results show that we could
predict bug reporting latencies with an AUC of 70.869%.
We also find that the best five most discriminative features
are the normalized number of loops contained in the bug,
the line count of the bug, the normalized number of try
statements contained in the bug, the normalized number of
conditionals contained in the bug, and the PageRank scores.
Lastly, we find that SVM is the most accurate classification
algorithm in our solution, even though it has the longest
runtime than others.
In the future, we plan to improve the accuracy of our
proposed approach by leveraging other features that we
could extract from bugs (e.g., semantics or functionality of
the related code) and by proposing a better classification
approach (e.g., by considering more fine grained labels
or even predicting actual reporting latencies). We could
potentially leverage frequent patterns and rules, c.f. [7],
[37]–[39]. We also plan to evaluate on a larger set of bugs
from more real programs.
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